Stepping up
for our environment

Funding Prospectus
2022

WELA acknowledges First Nations peoples as the
Traditional Custodians of the unceded lands
on which we live, learn and work.
We value their ongoing connections to Country
and we pay our respects to
Elders past and present.
WELA honours the leadership of women of
First Nations and we commit to building relationships
that support self-determination
and the healing of Country.

2021 National Program participants at Commonground, Victoria, March 2022. Credit: Ula Majewski

Women’s Environmental Leadership Australia (WELA) is a growing community of women
and gender diverse people transforming Australia’s response to our environmental and
climate crises.
Internationally, there is clear evidence that more women in decision-making positions
results in better environmental outcomes. In Australia, supporting women to step into
their leadership for our environment has never been more urgent.
Over the past two years we’ve launched a major new vision for the role of women’s
environmental leadership in Australia; we’ve formed a new organisation dedicated to
supporting this work; we’ve trained dozens of existing and emerging women and gender
diverse leaders for our environment and climate, and we’ve watched them go on to
achieve significant positive changes in the world.

Will you support the women who are ready to transform Australia’s
response to our environmental and climate crises?
Help us bring this vision to reality, and enable a different approach to leadership in
Australia where women in all their diversity shape a future we can be proud of.

Most governments and large companies are invested in the
status quo. They’re not funding or supporting the development
and nurturing of strong, powerful women leaders.
Only people like you can, and will.
Our funding task:
ď

To deliver our immediate priorities we need to raise a further $48,000 by
30 June 2022.

ď

To invest in additional capacity, we need to secure additional funding of
$200,000 by the end of 2022.

ď

WELA is seeking support of $1,000,000 over the next three years to deliver
our full plans – through philanthropy, donors, and program partnerships.



WELA’s power is in the strength of the collective. WELA brings together a group
of women to learn from each other, to challenge and inspire, and provides a
space to network and build relationships so we can return to our work stronger,
more connected and better able to have the impact we need to create positive
environmental change.

Bernadette Thomas
Maribyrnong City Councillor, and WELA alumna (2017)
Bernadette successfully ran for local council as a result of the
confidence, knowledge and support developed through WELA.
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Our challenge
Climate change and environmental destruction have become defining themes across
Australia in the last two years. Devastating floods, apocalyptic bushfires, ongoing
heatwaves and unprecedented extinction rates are now impossible to ignore.

Yet our leaders across politics and business continue to delay or
deflect, putting forward so-called solutions that simply aren’t
up to the urgency or seriousness of the task.
At the same time, the role of women in our society has been thrust into the spotlight as
discrimination, misconduct and the continued obvious lack of women in leadership roles
have highlighted the work needed to achieve genuine equity for all.
It’s bad news for women, and it’s terrible news for our environment. The evidence is clear –
more women in decision making positions equals better environmental outcomes (see
references overleaf). We need women in leadership to solve our environmental and climate
crises, and yet the barriers that stand in their way are as real today as they were decades ago.

A woman and her child are rescued from extreme flooding in Lismore, NSW. Credit: Jason O’Brien AAP.
Evidence shows that women are more likely to suffer the impacts of the climate crisis due to compounding
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inequalities
such
as lower incomes,
less housing
stability, and greater caring responsibilities

Heads of delegations at the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21), which led
to the signing of the Paris Agreement (CC BY 2.0 Wikimedia Commons). Women continue to be
significantly under-represented within the COP processes and other decision making fora

Australian women can see our existing leadership failing, and are ready to respond. They
are stepping up like never before to be a part of the environmental and climate solutions
we so desperately need. Whether they are running for election, getting active in their
workplaces, caring for Country or leading the Student Strikes movement, women of all
ages and backgrounds are ready to bring the change in leadership that Australia needs.
Yet their leadership often remains unsupported, unseen and unfunded – limiting its
impact and influence.
Perhaps you’re one of them, lifting your voice and those around you for change. Perhaps
you’re frustrated with the outdated and harmful models of leadership around us that are
jeopardising our future, and that of our kids and grandkids. Would you be proud to support
the young women, women of colour, and women from across Australia to defy the odds
and take a seat at the tables where decisions about our future are made?

When I attended the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
COP25 as a volunteer, one thing that stood out to me was that many discussions
about the future of our world were led by men and the entire structure of
the conference was built in a way that disadvantages women and less
developed countries. Whether it be locally, nationally and especially
internationally, the dialogue around the future of the environment
has been crowded by a male centric and colonial narrative.
from a WELA program application, Participant A, 2021
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With your support, women’s leadership
potential is boundless.
Together, we can empower and support these women with the confidence, skills
and networks to step fully into their leadership for a better future. We’ll foster
a growing community of women leaders nationwide to take on the barriers that
stand in their way, and create change across business, government and our
communities for a safe climate and thriving environment.

The facts*
j

A study for the European Parliament showed that women elected to
Parliaments around the world are more likely to support environmental
legislation than men

j

At the recent COP26 climate negotiations in Glasgow, only 10 of the 140
world leaders who attended the summit were women

j

Firms with female chief executives produce less air and water pollution
and less greenhouse gas emissions

j

Companies with more women on their boards are more likely to have
stronger environmental policies

j

Companies with more gender-balanced boards are less often sued for
breaching environmental laws

j

Diverse teams have been proven to create better solutions to complex
problems (and there’s not much more complex than our environmental
and climate crises!)

j

COVID-19 has created a further set back for women’s leadership.
LinkedIn data shows a marked decline of women’s hiring into leadership
roles since the start of the pandemic, reversing one to two years of
progress across multiple industries. Just when we need these leaders
the most.

*Norgaard, K. and York, R. Gender equality and state environmentalism | Across the Board Improvements: Gender
Diversity and ESG Performance | Female corporate leaders make firms less likely to fall foul of environmental
laws | Global Gender Gap Report, 2021
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The loudest and most lauded voices are still those of
men, whether it be in academic circles within the
movement, or in Activist spaces. I can recount at a whim
numerous instances where women have created and led on
a project, and a man has come in at the last minute, taken
charge and been given all the glory. This is often reflected in
the work space… And the impact it has on women in the movement
is immense; it makes them doubt themselves, their abilities and their
confidence to be a leader in the movement. Additionally, the impact on
Women of Colour is compounded: not only do WOC face both implicit
and unconscious bias from men, they experience it from women too.
This is of course changing, but not fast enough.
from a WELA program application, Participant B, 2021
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Participants at a WELA retreat, Commonground, Victoria. Credit: Ula Majewski

WELA’s mission and
three-year plan
Our vision is for a world transformed by women leading change. A world that fully integrates
and values women’s insights, knowledge and contributions in the changes we need to make
for the future of the planet. A world where the solutions to our climate and environmental
crises reinvigorate and revive communities and landscapes, centering justice, equity,
connection and regeneration in our society, governments and economic activity.
Our mission is to transform Australia’s response to our environmental and climate
crises, by empowering, supporting, funding and diversifying women’s and gender diverse
leadership for this change. We exist for the protection and enhancement of the natural
environment through the development and implementation of action on climate and a
sustainable environment.

WELA Weekend Queensland participant, Kate Baldry. Kate is forming a network of climate and
environment groups active on the Gold Coast. Credit: Amy Thomas, Nature Soul Photography

Empower

Leadership
development is
at the core of our
work. Our National
Leadership
program continues
annually, and
we’re creating
new program
opportunities to
empower dozens
more women
each year.

Support

A collaborative
and supportive
community of
women and
gender diverse
environmentalists
from diverse
backgrounds,
sectors and
locations. This
includes online
and in-person
events, activities,
connections and
opportunities.

Fund

Diversify

A new WELA
Giving Circle will
fund women-led
advocacy for our
environment and
climate, raising
much needed
funds for womenled campaigns, and
empowering new
members to bring a
gender lens to their
giving.

Supporting those
from diverse
backgrounds and
sectors including
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander women,
women of colour,
gender diverse
people and trans
women, women
from remote, rural
and regional areas,
and working class
women.†

†This work is embedded throughout our activities.



WELA has provided me a steady stream of support and wisdom in a year full of
uncertainty. I wasn’t sure what to expect from online programming, but I can say
with confidence that WELA delivered in spades. I feel so close to and supported
by my cohort and the WELA team, and am grateful for the opportunity to have
connected with such kind and talented women. I know that their support and advice
will continue to sustain and strengthen my work well into the future.
Sanaya Khisty
Chief Strategy Officer Beyond Zero Emissions, and WELA alumna (2020)
Following her participation in the WELA 2020 program, Sanaya stepped up
into a new Chief Strategy Officer role at Beyond Zero Emissions.
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Our Impact
In just five years, we have supported the leadership development of women who have
influenced some of Australia’s most important environmental campaigns and projects.



WELA was absolutely transformative for me. I learned so much on so many
environmental political and leadership topics, laughed and danced, and met and
spent time with some serious legends of the Australian feminist and environment
movements, and felt placed in a network of powerful women around the country
working to reimagine environmental leadership, and get stuff done. It coincided
so beautifully and significantly with the major success on forests last year and
I’m enormously grateful to everyone who makes WELA possible. I cannot
recommend it highly enough.
Jess Beckerling
WELA alumna (2020/21 ) and Convenor of the WA Forest Alliance
In 2021 WAFA won their decades-long campaign
to save WA native forests from logging.

Delivering for our environment
Since completing WELA’s leadership programs, WELA alumni have gone on to:
ď

secure the protection of native forests in WA – a first for an Australia state

ď

secure new legal precedents for nature and climate protection through
the courts

ď

run for and be elected to state parliament and local governments

ď

lead community recovery in Lismore in the face of devastating climate impacts

ď

stop new coal mine developments in NSW

ď

win climate emergency declarations from numerous local councils

ď

step forward into formal and informal leadership roles for our environment in
government, business, NGOs, grassroots organisations, politics, and academia.
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Building leadership, confidence and influence
We’ve supported the leadership of over 100 women and gender diverse leaders
across multiple sectors. Our programs offer a transformative experience that leads
to increased influence and confidence of participants, and greater impact for our
environment and climate.

I understand my power and influence and am willing to step into it

pre-WELA

post-WELA
strongly agree 16%

strongly agree 59%

agree 59%
agree 25%
disagree 25%

neither agree or disagree 16%

Results taken from the 2020 National Program evaluation. Participants were asked to rate
themselves on a series of questions before and following their WELA experience

A diverse network, sustaining change
If new leadership is going to transform Australia, it must represent the full breadth of
Australian society.
Our participants include people from the age of 19 through to 73. Support for and
inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women’s leadership is actively promoted
through our programs, curriculum and scholarships. And in the last two years we’ve
supported a three-fold increase in representation of women from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds in our program.
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The year ahead
Over the last two years we’ve tested our model, and laid the foundations for growing
engagement and impact. Our strategy is clear and demand for WELA’s support for our
environment and climate is strong.

Now, we need more capacity to expand our programs and support
more women leaders to protect our environment and climate.
Will you help bring this vision of women’s leadership transforming our
future to reality?

1

EMPOWER
Expand our WELA Weekend retreats

Our WELA Weekends retreats will support the development of women in strategic
regional and rural communities across Australia, and in target sectors and campaigns.
These retreats will also form powerful networks of leaders working for direct
environmental action and local multipronged campaigns.

Elders from the Traditional Mununjali Elders Aboriginal Corporation performing a Welcome to Country and
smoking ceremony to start the WELA Weekend Queensland retreat. Credit: Supriya Perera

There are real barriers that exist for a first-generation migrant woman of colour
like me to work in the Australian environmental movement. I’d like to think that
I’ve been forged by the struggles I’ve endured to ‘bust down doors and glass
ceilings’ and help pave the way for other emerging campaigners and organisers
of colour (especially young women of colour) to be leaders in the movement.
from a WELA program application, Participant C, 2021

Participants at the WELA Weekend Queensland retreat, May 2022.
Credit: Amy Thomas, Nature Soul Photography

Our first WELA Weekend retreat was held in May 2022 in Queensland in partnership
with the Queensland Conservation Council. Discussions to hold more WELA Weekends
retreats are underway with six partners across Victoria, NSW, the ACT, South Australia
and Western Australia.
In February 2021 we recruited a Leadership Programs Producer to expand and
oversee our programs. Further support will enable delivery of new retreats for targeted
communities across the country.
Your support will:
ď

enable at least four WELA Weekend retreats over the next 12 months

ď

support an additional 60 women and gender diverse people to experience the
benefits of this transformative experience

ď

create new networks of women leaders in target sectors and influential
communities in key locations (Qld, WA, East Gippsland)

ď

continue our flagship National Leadership Program, for our 2022 program
participants

ď

expand our team, by training new WELA facilitators across the country

ď

recruit a new Logistics Coordinator to support the roll out of additional programs
and retreats.
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2

SUPPORT
Creating community to support new leaders
Over 270 women and gender diverse people are now active in our online community
workspace. We’ve piloted a variety of event and support formats, and our new
Community Builder continues to trial new approaches to engagement.
The impacts of COVID-19 have made the need for an active community to support
women in their leadership even clearer. Women have shouldered more of the home, child
and aged care burden and faced greater economic insecurity as a result of COVID-19.
Opportunity and energy to seek self-care and personal development are depleted.
We also know that levels of exhaustion and frustration for women are incredibly high
after two years of isolation, insecurity, extra family responsibilities, constant change and
uncertainty. Add into that the increasing impacts of climate change and we have a recipe
for burn-out and mental health crisis.
We need to invest in community building more than ever, especially for women. We know
our community is craving this in-person connection and support.
This year, we’ll launch a series of in-person gatherings in capital cities for WELA alumni
and community members to meet, connect and find commonality and support.

WELA community members at the WELA Connect event in Brisbane, May 2022. Credit: Supriya Perera
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I remember the specific moment at the retreat where my little flame of hope
caught a gust of wind. It was when the older women in the group, who’ve seen
major change before, and the younger women in the group, for whom business
as usual is simply not an option, both said that they feel and see the precipice we
are on – they feel that change is coming and coming soon. I felt so surrounded by
strength and conviction that all of a sudden it seemed inevitable that we would turn
the ship around.
Jacquelyn Johnson
Strategy and Operations Director at the
Nature Conservation Council of NSW (NCCNSW) and WELA Alumna (2021)

We’ll continue to expand our engagement with online events and activities to reach new
and diverse audiences and connect across the country. It’s an important part of our tool
kit, and essential for engagement of women in remote and regional areas.
We also need to share our message and the opportunity to connect to WELA with many
more women than ever before.
Your support will:
ď

fund a series of in-person gatherings in capital cities across Australia for WELA
alumni and community members to meet, connect and find and offer one
another support

ď

enable alumni to self-organise WELA community gatherings near them,
with our support

ď

continue to expand our online community, with an aim of networking
400 participants by June 2023

ď

continue our successful JEDI (Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion)
Learning Circles, to share lessons about creating a genuinely inclusive
and diverse community among WELA community members

ď

enable successful online engagements to continue – including community
welcome events (WELA’s Fireside Yarns), and the popular Radio WELAlalala
celebration events

ď

hire a new Communications Manager to expand our reach, and increase the
number of women and gender diverse people who know about and are engaging
with WELA’s network.
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This program has given me a glimpse of what is possible and what great
leadership looks like… I feel like I’ve been given a direction in which to go on
my journey to becoming a better leader. I have also been given a vast array of
resources, including (most importantly) an incredible support network,
which I hope to call upon (and contribute to) throughout my whole career.

Crystal Falknau
Coordinator of the North Queensland Conservation Council
and WELA Alumna (2021)

3

FUND
Women-led campaigns for change
Women are already leading campaigns and projects for our environment and climate
across the country. However many of these remain under-funded and under-supported.
In many cases, women do not have the funding networks or experience required to
fundraise for their ideas, or their approach to bottom-up engagement and collaboration
fails to attract traditional philanthropic support.

Less than 2% of global philanthropy goes to our environment and less
than 0.2% of all charitable funding goes to women-led environmental
action.
Together, we can change this. We’re creating a Giving Circle to directly support womenled advocacy for our environment and climate. Our initial planned Giving Circle granting
has been delayed due to COVID-19 related impacts, and will now launch in FY22/23.
We will:
ď

leverage increased funding for women’s environmental leadership, raising
$100,000 in the first year, growing to $150,000 in the second

ď

support capacity building of women’s environmental leadership through WELA
programs and activities (50% of Giving Circle funding)

ď

directly fund grants to women-led environment and climate campaigns
(50% of Giving Circle funding)

ď

educate Giving Circle members about their power through giving, and the
importance of a gender lens for our environment and climate

ď

expand the network of women and men supporting and funding women’s
leadership for our environment.
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Immediate requirements
To expand our work we need to increase our capacity. In the coming months we need to:
ď

recruit a Communications Manager to support the expansion and engagement
of the WELA community

ď

recruit a Programs Logistic Coordinator to support our expanding programs

ď

expand our WELA Weekend retreats with at least four new WELA Weekend
retreats in the next 12 months.

Our funding task
ď

To deliver our immediate priorities we need to raise a further $48,000 by
30 June 2022

ď

To invest in additional capacity, we need to secure additional funding of
$200,000 by the end of 2022

ď

WELA is seeking support of $1,000,000 over the next three years to deliver
our full plans – through philanthropy, donors, and program partnerships.



I have gained some incredible skills in management styles, leadership
strategies and undestandings of why and how some of the work challenges
we face today evolved and how to apply practical solutions to solve those
challenges. I also experienced substantial personal growth, overcoming my
imposter syndrome, that feeling I am not good enough, not experienced
enough, that I shouldn’t have a seat at the table, wherever that table might be.
I am more confident and a better communicator. If you get the chance, please
join WELA and embrace all the amazing team has to offer.
Sherie Bruce
Arrente and Yolgnu woman, Environmental Scientist, Deputy Chair of the
Queensland Conservation Council and WELA alumna (2020)
With confidence gained from WELA, Sherie applied for and took on an
academic role at Central Queensland University.
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Budget
2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

$262,000

$328,000

$336,000

EXPENSES
Core costs
Current staff salaries

3 FTE across 4 roles

NEW position

Communications Manager

$85,000

$87,000

NEW position

Program Logistics support (0.4 FTE)

$30,000

$32,000

Operating on-costs

Admin, comms, travel etc.

$59,000

$69,000

$76,000

$110,000

$110,000

$110,000

Program costs
National leadership program

Facilitation, mentor coordination,
retreats

WELA Weekend programs

4 day retreat programs
– approx $30-40k each

$30,000

$120,000

$160,000

Training materials and delivery,
online events, face-to-face events

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

Support Network costs
Events and training
Giving Circle costs
Marketing and events

Launch and annual gala event,
marketing materials

$15,000

$15,000

Granting: for women-led
environmental campaigns

One granting round annually
of three grants

$50,000

$50,000

$471,000

$817,000

$876,000

TOTAL Core and project costs

INCOME
National leadership program

Participant fees and secured
scholarships

$85,000

$85,000

$85,000

New WELA Weekend programs

Partnerships and program fees

$30,000

$100,000

$130,000

Giving Circle income

50% to WELA capacity building
programs; 50% to granting

$100,000

$100,000

Committed in FY 21/22

Donors and philanthropy

$230,000

Multi-year commitments

Donors and philanthropy

$78,000

$20,000

$20,000

Corporate Partnerships

As yet unsecured

$20,000

$40,000

$423,000

$325,000

$375,000

$48,000

$492,000

$501,000

TOTAL income (confident)

Additional Funding Required

Donors and philanthropy
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About WELA
WELA was founded in 2016 as an annual leadership development program for women
in the environment and climate movements. Based on the success of that initial phase,
in 2020 we significantly expanded our vision and mission in response to the clear and
urgent need for change and adopted a new three-year plan.
In 2021, WELA became an independent company limited by guarantee, and registered
with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC).

WELA Team
WELA Leadership

Julie Lyford
WELA Chairperson

More information
about the WELA team
and our board is
available on our
website.

Victoria McKenzie-McHarg
Strategic Director

Broader team

Asmaa Guedira
Leadership Programs
Producer

Louise Duxbury
Lead Facilitator

Libby Harper
Administrator

Sherry-Rose Bih Watts
Community Builder

Jocelyn Edge
Finance Manager

WELA is dedicated to Jane Elix, Louise Crossley and Felicity Wishart, women leaders
who made a difference and inspired WELA
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In a nutshell
ď

Our so-called leaders continue to delay or deflect from real action for our
environment and climate.

ď

The international evidence is clear – more women in decision-making
positions equals better environmental outcomes.

ď

We need women in leadership in all sectors to solve our environmental and
climate crises. Yet the barriers that stand in their way are as real today as
they were decades ago.

ď

With your support, WELA will empower, support, fund and diversify
women’s and gender diverse leadership for our environment and climate,
transforming Australia’s response to these crises.

ď

Most governments and large companies are invested in the status quo.
They’re not funding or supporting the development and nurturing of strong,
powerful women leaders. Only people like you can, and will.

Will you support WELA to raise a further $200,000 by the end
of 2022 to support the next wave of women leading for our
environment?

Giving to WELA
WELA is an independent company limited by guarantee, and registered with
the ACNC. Tax deductible donations to WELA can be made via our partner,
Green Skills Inc.
You’ll find more about our work at our website.
To discuss your potential gift to WELA, please contact:
Victoria McKenzie-McHarg
WELA Strategic Director
victoria@wela.org.au
0428 480 409
Report designed by Sharon France, Looking Glass Press (WELA Alumna 2017)

